Nova Scotia Social Services Embezzles Money Through Easter Seals Charity
True story by
Daniel J Towsey
https://wheelchairrights.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/nova-scotia-social-services-embezzles-money-through-easterseals-charity/
My battle against government corruption and justice for the disabled continues and only gets worse.
My situation is dreadful and my future is bleak so that I felt time had come for me to do series of video testimonials
that cover my history and my knowledge of corruption of our society.
I am doing this series as I think I maybe loosing my internet soon and will not have enough money to live on since I
have had to return to Social Assistance.
My testimonials are describe the whole his of the evil that has been harming me for a long time. An evil that pretends to be trust worthy officials of social agencies of state and church..
It is always easy the attack the victim by giving them labels or worse.
The pyramidal social structure of my society has enabled and created the snowballing effect of a life long oppression
by morally bankrupt social agencies and society in general.
Anyone like me who has ever been a victim of institutional abuse might comprehend what I say.
But many victims have no idea of the mechanisms of the systems that are will embedded in the social structure.
Few are survivors like me and even fewer ever know it and understand it will enough to ever attempt to make it public knowledge, which has been my life long missing since I was abused in my childhood through and because of
The Catholic Childrens Aid Society in Montreal of the 1950-60.
The snowball effect starts the minute you try to speak up as a child in an attempt to get justice and protection. The
system will not ever permit this.
The mechanisms of protection for the system is very insidious. The most effective is to enter false information into
the victims confidential government records the will stay in there for the rest of the victims life.
Over time the falsehood embed into your records, falsehoods that protect the criminals in the system will compound
and snowball into a complexity so huge that it will be is is impossible for the victim to overcome and to comprehend.
The worse thing about it is that it completely undermines all the good people who enter their employment into the
system.
These records are never known to the victim which is the mechanism that will usually completely destroy the victim
and the social fabric of our society as a whole.
Only through efforts like mine of victims who publicize the injustices can there ever be any hope of society fixing
these official crimes of the state.
Today there is a recognized definition of what I am a victim of, it is entitled 'Targeted Individuals" do a google
search and you will discover an endless record of proof.

Daniel J Towsey testimonial 26 Easter Seals Money Laundering Criminal Organization
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DumZEyG-2j0
Your are the jury hearing these testimonials..You the people decide and judge in this peoples court
FULL PLAY LIST http://danieljtowseyautobiographies.wordpress.com/2016/03/05/daniel-j-towsey-testimonials/
Definition:

Embezzlement
The fraudulent conversion of another's property by a person who is in a position of trust, such as an agent or employee.
Embezzlement is distinguished from swindling in that swindling involves wrongfully obtaining property by a false
pretense, such as a lie or trick, at the time the property is transferred, which induces the victim to transfer to the
wrongdoer title to the property http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/embezzlement

